The tropical, oceanic mean relationship between column relative humidity and precipitation is highly non-linear. Mean precipitation remains weak until it rapidly picks up and grows at high column humidity. To investigate the origin of this relationship, a Lagrangian cloud tracking code, RAMStracks, is developed, which can follow the evolution of clouds. RAMStracks can record the morphological properties of convective clouds, the meteorological environment of clouds, and their effects. RAMStracks is applied to a large-domain radiative convective equilibrium simulation, which produces a complex population of convective clouds. RAMStracks records the lifecycle of 501 clouds through growth, splits, mergers, and decay. The mean evolution of all these clouds is examined. It is shown that the column humidity evolves non-monotonically, but that lower-level and upper-level contributions to total moisture do evolve monotonically. The precipitation efficiency of tropical storms tends to increase with cloud age. This is confirmed using a prototype testing method. The same method reveals that different tracked clouds with similar initial conditions evolve in very different ways. This makes drawing general conclusions from individual storms difficult. Finally, the causality of the precipitation-column humidity relationship is examined. A Granger Causality test, as well as regressions, suggest that moisture and precipitation are causally linked, but that the direction of causality is ambiguous. Much of this link appears to come from the lower-level moisture's contribution to column humidity.
Introduction
In the moist tropics, clear air is often observed to give way to shallow clouds, which grow vertically, and then slowly decay through a stratiform phase [1] . This evolution describes not only the lifetime of some isolated clouds, but also that of the population of convection at larger time and space scales during a mesoscale convective event or during the Madden Julian Oscillation. Mapes et al. [2] pointed out the ubiquity of this canonical evolution. Broadly, the evolution arises from the action of convection on the atmosphere in which it exists. Clouds locally enhance the moisture content of the atmosphere through horizontal or vertical flux convergence, which allows for further convective growth, while detrainment into dry air and condensation within the cloud coincidentally deplete in-cloud and net moisture, respectively, and allow for decay. As such, the lifetime of a tropical convective cloud is marked by a competition between processes that moisten and processes that dry, and, more broadly, processes that favor cloud growth and cloud decay. Eventually, it seems, decay processes inevitably overcome growth processes.
While it is possible to understand the large-scale Eulerian moisture tendency of the population of convection through stationary sounding networks [3] , it is difficult to characterize the effect an individual cloud has on the atmospheric moisture field without a Lagrangian perspective. Tracking individual clouds or cloud systems from model, radar, and satellite data has a long history, but its potential is only now coming to be in widespread use. Tracking clouds from satellite data is perhaps the most common method for examining the cloud lifecycle and its effects. From consecutive snapshots from geostationary data, individual clouds can be observed to grow (widen) or decay (narrow) [4] [5] [6] . Such methods have been used successfully to investigate the growth and decay of storms all over the world [7, 8] , and have the advantage of observing a natural distribution of clouds. Using sequential ground-based radar volumes can add a vertical component to tracked clouds [9, 10] . However, radars may have difficulty observing clouds before they begin to precipitate and may only observe a cloud once every few minutes. Thus, neither can capture the lifetime of all possible target clouds. To remedy this problem, clouds can be tracked in a cloud resolving model [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The problem with this method is that the computational expense of executing a model over which a reliable tracking code can be run offline is very high (see Methods) and the complexity and finality of running one online is daunting. Tracking clouds in a model is also limited by the realism of the model and the imagination of the user. However, tracking clouds in a model has the advantage of allowing environmental and cloud properties to be tracked fully in four dimensions. This is the method that will be employed below.
Four-dimensional cloud tracking will be applied to a simulation of a tropical convective population in RAMS (Regional Atmospheric Modeling System). In so doing, we seek to address two outstanding issues facing tropical meteorology.
(1) Bretherton et al. [16] pointed out a remarkable behavior, whereby the mean precipitation rate grows rapidly above some threshold value in saturation-normalized, vertically integrated water vapor content (referred to as <RH>, for column relative humidity, in what follows). Figure 1 illustrates this behavior in the simulation described below. Many studies have examined this behavior and attempted to explain its origins or consequences [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Several of these studies examine composite-event time series in an effort to infer causality in the precipitation-<RH> relationship (shortened to P(<RH>) for convenience) [23, 25, 26] . What is lacking, though, is a description of the causality based on individual events, which as we will show, can behave very differently than composite timeseries. By perturbing a model's entrainment rate, Kuo et al. [26] argue that the form of P(<RH>) can only be reproduced when moisture leads precipitation. However, it could just as well be argued that since gravitationally settling precipitation often evaporates as it falls, higher precipitation rate columns moisten their local environment such that the intensity of precipitation affects moisture content. Kuo et al. [26] alter the re-evaporation of precipitation in their model and see little change in P(<RH>), but the limitedness of sensitivity could be due to the simplicity of such a scheme in a model with parameterized convection. Thus, previous work suggests in a coarse way that moister atmospheres precipitate more, rather than vice versa. This largely agrees with intuition. However, this conclusion needs to be examined at the cloud scale on short timescales. If causality can be determined, this simple relationship could be used to make physically-based precipitation or moisture forecasts. (2) Variability in the evolution among clouds is often necessarily ignored in order to try to draw generalizable conclusions. Clouds and cloud systems are broadly imagined progressing in a systematic way from shallow, to deep, to stratiform (as above). For example, Igel [27] contextualized P(<RH>) as a function of this evolution, but that study failed to explain complex cloud evolutions which are known to exist. It is obvious from everyday experience that many clouds do not follow a simple, scripted lifecycle. Many isolated clouds are the result of splits from larger clouds or the merger of two smaller clouds at some previous time [28] [29] [30] [31] . These types of complex evolutions lack a sufficient conceptual place within the standard evolutionary pathway. Because variability is often ignored, it is not well understood whether complex cloud histories interact with their thermodynamic or dynamic environment uniquely. To form a more complete picture of P(<RH>), the contribution by all clouds must be accounted for. The P(<RH>) relationship for all shadow points for all clouds over the tracking period (the final 3 days of the simulation) ('Tracked Clouds'; red), the subset of those pixels occurring just before a split (gold), and just before a merger (purple), and the control P(<RH>) ('All Points') from the hourly output of the final 11 days of the simulation (blue).
Using a high-resolution cloud resolving model and a new cloud tracking algorithm, both the ensemble characteristics of cloud lifecycle evolutions and the temporal evolution of the precipitationcolumn moisture relationship and its variability are investigated below. The goal of this paper is to use cloud tracking to better characterize the complexity of the lifecycle of tropical convection and to use that to better address Points (1) and (2) in the preceding paragraph. This paper will proceed as follows. First, the model employed and the simulation analyzed are discussed. Then, we include details of the new 4-dimensional cloud tracking algorithm, RAMStracks. Results include characterizations of normalized convective evolutions, properties of cloud splits and mergers, and causality of P(<RH>). Finally, some conclusions and discussion are offered.
Experiments
A more complete description of the simulation analyzed and the model used to conduct it is included in Igel et al. [24] and Igel [27] . To achieve a large statistical sample of tropical deep convective clouds, a radiative convective equilibrium simulation was conducted. The idealized simulation domain was 2000 km × 400 km at 1 km grid spacing in the horizontal with doubly-periodic lateral boundary conditions. Sixty-five stretched vertical levels were used. Convective systems are explicitly simulated. The model was run for 61 days with a diurnal cycle in incoming shortwave radiation and a fixed-temperature sea surface of 301 K. Over the course of the initial 30 days of the simulation, convective clouds begin to move through their lifecycle and eventually aggregate into two quasi-permanent moist regions spaced approximately 1000 km apart.
The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) [32] was used to conduct the simulation. RAMS has an advanced bin-emulating, double moment bulk microphysics scheme [33] [34] [35] [36] that includes 8 (3 liquid and 5 ice) hydrometeor species. The fully interactive 2-stream radiation scheme of Harrington [37] was used for the simulation. The P(<RH>) relationship for all shadow points for all clouds over the tracking period (the final 3 days of the simulation) ('Tracked Clouds'; red), the subset of those pixels occurring just before a split (gold), and just before a merger (purple), and the control P(<RH>) ('All Points') from the hourly output of the final 11 days of the simulation (blue).
Using a high-resolution cloud resolving model and a new cloud tracking algorithm, both the ensemble characteristics of cloud lifecycle evolutions and the temporal evolution of the precipitation-column moisture relationship and its variability are investigated below. The goal of this paper is to use cloud tracking to better characterize the complexity of the lifecycle of tropical convection and to use that to better address Points (1) and (2) in the preceding paragraph. This paper will proceed as follows. First, the model employed and the simulation analyzed are discussed. Then, we include details of the new 4-dimensional cloud tracking algorithm, RAMStracks. Results include characterizations of normalized convective evolutions, properties of cloud splits and mergers, and causality of P(<RH>). Finally, some conclusions and discussion are offered.
The Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) [32] was used to conduct the simulation. RAMS has an advanced bin-emulating, double moment bulk microphysics scheme [33] [34] [35] [36] that includes 8 (3 liquid and 5 ice) hydrometeor species. The fully interactive 2-stream radiation scheme of Harrington [37] was used for the simulation.
Layer Moisture
In Igel [27] , we suggested that the way <RH> leads to precipitation is derived from two contributing components. The first is the contribution to total <RH> by moisture located between the sea surface and the base of the melting layer at 4 km. This was termed the lower-layer column humidity (<RH> l ). <RH> l can contribute up to~70% of total <RH>. The second component was moisture above the base of the melting layer up to the top of the atmosphere, termed <RH> u . The sum of <RH> l and <RH> u is <RH>. While <RH> u contributes up to~30% of <RH>, it was shown that its contribution is more consequential to precipitation than an equivalent contribution from <RH> l . Like <RH> exhibits a pickup in mean precipitation at <RH> = 0.77, so too does precipitation at layer moisture quantities exhibit pickup values of <RH> l = 0.63 and <RH> u = 0.14. At layer-<RH> above these values, precipitation rapidly increases from zero. Locations with layer-<RH> above these pickup values are outlined in Figure 2 from hour 1428 of the simulation. For the full context of this figure, see Figure 3 of Igel et al. [24] . 
In Igel [27] , we suggested that the way <RH> leads to precipitation is derived from two contributing components. The first is the contribution to total <RH> by moisture located between the sea surface and the base of the melting layer at 4 km. This was termed the lower-layer column humidity (<RH>l). <RH>l can contribute up to ~70% of total <RH>. The second component was moisture above the base of the melting layer up to the top of the atmosphere, termed <RH>u. The sum of <RH>l and <RH>u is <RH>. While <RH>u contributes up to ~30% of <RH>, it was shown that its contribution is more consequential to precipitation than an equivalent contribution from <RH>l. Like <RH> exhibits a pickup in mean precipitation at <RH> = 0.77, so too does precipitation at layer moisture quantities exhibit pickup values of <RH>l = 0.63 and <RH>u = 0.14. At layer-<RH> above these values, precipitation rapidly increases from zero. Locations with layer-<RH> above these pickup values are outlined in Figure 2 from hour 1428 of the simulation. For the full context of this figure, see Figure 3 of Igel et al. [24] . [24] ). Regions of <RH>l over 0.63 (thick, blue contour) and <RH>u over 0.14 (thick, pink contour). Centroid locations of clouds tracked during hour 1428 (black, orange, yellow, and white).
Cloud Tracking
As noted above, we are not the first to track clouds. Many others have tracked clouds in models [11] [12] [13] 28] , from radar data [9, 10] , or from photography [38] . Most of these previously employed methods share computational and conceptual characteristics with one another and with the method we discuss below. Therefore, the description of the new tracker is intentionally terse and limited to specifics that may not be general. The tracker discussed below is dubbed RAMStracks. The author has made it freely available. [24] ). Regions of <RH> l over 0.63 (thick, blue contour) and <RH> u over 0.14 (thick, pink contour). Centroid locations of clouds tracked during hour 1428 (black, orange, yellow, and white).
As noted above, we are not the first to track clouds. Many others have tracked clouds in models [11] [12] [13] 28] , from radar data [9, 10] , or from photography [38] . Most of these previously employed methods share computational and conceptual characteristics with one another and with the method we discuss below. Therefore, the description of the new tracker is intentionally terse and limited to specifics that may not be general. The tracker discussed below is dubbed RAMStracks. The author has made it freely available.
RAMStracks
In order to track clouds in four dimensions, output from the final three days of the simulation was archived every 5 min (as in [39] ). High-resolution temporal output is required to accurately link-in-time rapidly evolving clouds. While it is possible to avoid the need for finely spaced temporal output by using an online tracking method [28] , offline tracking presents several benefits such as adaptability and simplicity. For the purposes of tracking, clouds are defined to be made up of two parts, "cores" and "shells". "Cores" are defined objectively as contiguous regions of total condensate mixing ratio greater than 10 −3 kg/kg; "shells" are regions above 10 −4 kg/kg. As such, "cores" and "shells" should not be confused with their more frequent meanings, which carry some state or dynamic (buoyancy or vertical velocity) implications. Because convection aggregates [40, 41] in radiative convective equilibrium simulations such as these, a single shell may include multiple cores. The temporal domain-average percent of rain falling at surface pixels below cores is 78% and below shells is more than 99%. Cores contribute 88% of all rain falling at >1 mm h −1 . Splitting clouds into pieces in order to focus the tracker on the most important part of a cloud was inspired by the methods of Dawe and Austin [13] , who refer to cloud pieces as "cloudlets" and by Futyan and Del Genio [4] who use "detect and spread", which uses multiple thresholds to begin and end a search for contiguous regions.
RAMStracks was developed to track individual cores backward in time. This ultimately arbitrary choice has the benefit of allowing the tracker to initialize a new object by identifying robustly developed cloud structures at the end of their lifetime. While it is not done here, backward tracking also has the potential to track entities back toward their genesis, where they are often poorly developed and difficult to identify objectively by successively relaxing (size or intensity) thresholds. Therefore, backward tracking is implemented as a future-proof method. We should also mention that tracking air backward is not in itself novel. For clarity, we will discuss the cloud tracker as though it tracked forward in time. For everything we discuss below, forward and backward tracking would result in identical results. RAMStracks begins by identifying cloud cores at some time, T N . This is done in three dimensions such that cores are contiguous volumes of cloudy air meeting the core threshold of at least 200 model grid volumes. This is an arbitrary threshold that is necessary to prevent numerous small cumulus clouds from being tracked; such size thresholds are often employed [12, 42] . Small clouds are not the focus of this work, but RAMStracks could be adapted trivially to include them in the future. A total pixel number threshold was chosen, rather than, say, limits on morphology as used to parse observational data in Igel et al. [43] , so as to more easily track deep convection across its entire lifecycle which includes periods of significant differences in morphology. Because RAMS is set up with a stretched vertical grid, 200 grid volumes represent a smaller physical volume near the surface than aloft. This aids in tracking cores early in their lifetime, when they are physically smaller. The smallest object tracked is just 4 km wide at its genesis in the tracker, but has a maximum width of 70 km. All cores are given a unique identification number (CloudID). Environmental and cloud process data are recorded for cloudy pixels (see next). Shells are then identified. A shell volume completely enclosing a core volume is then linked to that core and its information becomes shell information for that core. Any shells that do not enclose a core are discarded. A tracked core that exists for a single or across multiple archive time steps will be referred to as a "cloud object" in what follows. "Shells" will not be discussed below for brevity and for clarity, but we wish to note them as a special capability of RAMStracks.
Once clouds at T N are successfully identified, we use the model wind to predict the cloud's position at some future time in the simulation, T N+1 , by using the wind to "advect" the cloud. At T N+1 , the exact same process of identifying cores and shells is conducted. We assume that newly identified clouds that overlap with an advected cloud by at least 10% of their respective pixels and whose centers are less than 10 km apart are later realizations of the same cloud. If no projected T N cloud meets these thresholds, the T N+1 cloud is assumed to be a new cloud at the beginning of its lifetime. Any T N cloud that does not project onto a T N+1 cloud is assumed to have died at T N . Its CloudID is then retired.
Splits of cores are handled simply. If two clouds at T N+1 meet the temporal-linking criteria for a forward-projected T N cloud object, then these clouds are assumed to have split sometime between T N and T N+1 . One of the clouds retains the CloudID of the parent cloud and receives a ChildID which is identical to the CloudID of the other cloud. Mergers are handled in a similar, but logically reversed, manner with one cloud whose identity "ends" at T N+1 receiving a ParentID. Coincidentally, Heiblum et al. [14] recently used similar nomenclature and techniques for handling splits and mergers.
Objects whose centroid location comes within 10 km of any lateral boundary are flagged. This is significantly more computationally efficient than trying to track clouds across boundaries and should not bias the data when these objects are excluded from analysis, although, we note no consequential difference in results when these objects are included due to their relative infrequence in the very large domain.
A vertical shadow-projection onto the surface is made for both cores and shells. For the X-Y locations of the shadow projection, environmental and rainfall information is recorded. The quantities recorded are listed in Table 1 . Shape information and a centroid location are also recorded for these shadow pixels. These quantities are also listed in Table 1 . Most quantities should be self-explanatory. The measurement listed as "flux" is the moisture mass flux for shadow projection columns integrated vertically from 1 km to 14 km. The units of flux are mm h −1 so the quantity can be compared meaningfully with rain rates. Thus, this quantity is somewhat analogous to precipitation, but a positive value indicates vapor moving upward instead of raindrops falling downward. If, in convective updrafts all water mass were to instantaneously condense and fall to the surface, the flux would equal precipitation. "Shear" is a bulk difference between mean lower layer wind (1-2 km AGL) and upper level wind (10-15 km AGL), similar to that used in Igel and van den Heever [44] . Quantities in Table 1 with sizes of t × n will often be averaged over the cloud's spatial extent. This averaging results in an effective size of t × 1. Averaging the data in this way makes interpretation of data easy, but limits some of the novelty of tracking. Across the 72 h of trackable model output, 501 clouds are tracked (i.e., 501 CloudIDs are assigned). From these, clouds that exist at the initial or final time step are ignored leaving 487. A simple attempt at identifying the structural characteristics of the clouds is made (Table 1 : Type) following the thresholds identified in Igel [27] . Precipitation (P), <RH> l , and <RH> u are examined across the lifetime of the Atmosphere 2018, 9, 289 7 of 19 object. Clouds with continuously low <RH> u (<0.12) and low P (<30 mm h −1 ) are assigned to the "shallow" category. Clouds with low <RH> l (<0.62) and high P (>7 mm h −1 ) across their lifetime are assigned to the "stratiform" category. Clouds with low <RH> l and low to zero P are assigned to the "anvil" category. About half, 249, of clouds fall in the "deep convection" category, which requires high <RH> l (>0.62) and <RH> u (>0.12). Deep convective clouds are essentially anything that is not filtered into another category. The tracker spends most of its time concerned with deep convection, as deep objects are numerous and, often, long-lived. The centroid locations across the lifetimes of clouds present at hour 1428 are traced in Figure 2 .
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than when <RH> decreases. Igel [27] hints that these traces are due to effectively very different contributions to rainfall generation from <RH>l and <RH>u. The other interesting result from Figure 3a is that while <RH> is lower at the end of the cloud prototype lifetime than at the beginning, it is not markedly so. This implies that clouds dry the atmosphere, but not significantly, which is somewhat counterintuitive, given that clouds are the only mechanism that effectively reduces atmospheric moisture in the net. Insignificant drying [52] or even moistening [53] has been seen before in composite lifetimes. While the moisture state of clouds may not change much between the beginning and end of a cloud's lifetime, the large-scale atmosphere is losing moisture from heavy precipitation. This means clouds are actively drying the adjacent clear air, which is feeding moisture into the clouds to produce precipitation while clouds themselves remain moist. 
Splits and Mergers
Because RAMStracks is set up to focus on cloud cores, most tracked clouds grow and decay without directly interacting with another cloud object. However, many clouds are the result of a split from or a merger with another cloud. Splits and mergers have been shown to be important to the properties of convection; for example, Glenn and Kruger [61] show that convection can become stronger when cloud elements merge, and is also affected by environmental characteristics [62] . 
Results

Normalization
To begin to understand RAMStracks clouds, a convenient way to characterize the evolution of many clouds simultaneously is needed. This can be done in two different but complementary ways with RAMStracks data. The first is by projecting the lifetime of every cloud onto a homogeneous time grid. This method treats the cloud lifetime as the master clock. Cloud genesis occurs at time zero and cloud death occurs at time one. This method is useful if the evolution of clouds follows a simple script. The cloud-clock method has been used frequently in the past [4, 39, 45, 46] . The second method is one that assumes that the wall-clock is the master clock. In this method, physical processes are assumed to occur at defined rates as measured by some universal clock. The wall-clock has been used frequently for tracked clouds and updrafts [7, 12, 39, 47] and for compositing [2, 48, 49] . Both normalizations can
Atmosphere 2018, 9, 289 9 of 19 be used to provide interesting insights into the lifecycle of clouds and the link between <RH> and P, but we will focus on the cloud-clock normalization.
The cloud-clock method we develop is applied to clouds that exist for at least 20 min (5 archive steps). Properties of these clouds are projected onto a grid of time-length 5 via a shape-preserving spline interpolation downscaling. For example, a cloud that is 5 output steps long would remain unchanged by the normalization, while a cloud that is 20 output steps long would (effectively) see its first through fourth output steps averaged onto the first leg of the cloud-clock time grid, its fifth through ninth onto the second, and so on. A spline interpolation downscaling ensures that all clouds of at least 5 output steps are treated equally, regardless of their integer divisibility by 5. Therefore, the input to our averaging routine is a vector of cloud properties that is 5 times steps long or longer and the output is a vector of properties that is exactly 5 time units long. 246 clouds contribute to the composites. Of those, 57% have lifetimes longer than an hour. Figure 3 shows the result of the cloud-clock normalization for a variety of important environmental characteristics and Lagrangian cloud properties. Over the average lifetime of a cloud (blue line), Figure 3a shows that <RH> begins just above the mean pickup value at <0.77>, rapidly increases, and then gradually decreases down toward the pickup value. Precipitation (Figure 3d ) broadly follows the same pattern. We should note that Figure 1 shows that tracked clouds exhibit a somewhat lower <RH> pickup value thanks to the high threshold used to define clouds. If this is taken into account, then clouds actually initiate well above the pickup value. <RH> l falls over the lifetime of the prototype cloud. It begins above the threshold in <RH> l and decreases toward the threshold. <RH> u increases over the prototype lifetime and increases toward the upper layer threshold. This prototype evolution illustrates how clouds redistribute moisture vertically (i.e., release potential instability) while simultaneously generating surface precipitation. This confirms the simplest views of the role of convection [50] in RCE. Because P tends to evolve more slowly than <RH> in Figure 3 , the P(<RH>) is not quite immutable over the lifetime of clouds but traces out a pattern similar to those seen in Masunaga [51] whereby as <RH> increases, P is systematically lower than when <RH> decreases. Igel [27] hints that these traces are due to effectively very different contributions to rainfall generation from <RH> l and <RH> u .
The other interesting result from Figure 3a is that while <RH> is lower at the end of the cloud prototype lifetime than at the beginning, it is not markedly so. This implies that clouds dry the atmosphere, but not significantly, which is somewhat counterintuitive, given that clouds are the only mechanism that effectively reduces atmospheric moisture in the net. Insignificant drying [52] or even moistening [53] has been seen before in composite lifetimes. While the moisture state of clouds may not change much between the beginning and end of a cloud's lifetime, the large-scale atmosphere is losing moisture from heavy precipitation. This means clouds are actively drying the adjacent clear air, which is feeding moisture into the clouds to produce precipitation while clouds themselves remain moist. Figure 3 shows many additional prototype evolutions of cloud properties. The precipitation efficiency (PE) of convection (Figure 3f ), calculated as P divided by the vertically integrated moisture flux (Figure 3e ), broadly increases with prototype age. Thus, one might loosely define a (heavily precipitating) cloud object as an entity with broadly increasing PE. This makes some sense from two perspectives. As microphysical populations age and updrafts weaken, precipitation will inevitably become more intense (and therefore by assertion, more efficient). However, from a more holistic standpoint, the lifecycle of anything must evolve from generating life (i.e., cloud) to destroying it. In this sense, it is inevitable that PE will increase as cloud objects transition from growth to decay. If PE did not increase, clouds would grow and moisten the atmosphere forever.
In Igel et al. [24] , it was shown that column-integrated warm rain production and melting were both important statistical predictors of P. The evolutions of these are shown in Figure 3g ,h. These evolutions resemble <RH> l and <RH> u , respectively, but they are not redundant. The evolution of precipitation is similar to the evolution of warm rain (Figure 3g ) with the exception of the stratiform cloud. This helps to confirm the importance of processes occurring in the lower levels of the cloud to total precipitation. Melting (Figure 3h ) is highest for stratiform clouds and appears to account for much of the shape of the evolution of precipitation. Melting tends to increase with time in deep clouds as they age. Shallow clouds exhibit almost no melting.
The fractal dimension is defined as the ratio of the perimeter of an object to the perimeter its area would have if it were a perfect circle. It is a measure of the "jaggedness" of the perimeter of an enclosed area. A more jagged-edged area has a higher fractal dimension. Assessments of fractal dimensions have been used to assess cloud processes [54, 55] and objectively identify cloud types [56] from satellite data. Here, fractal dimension is found using regression of the population of clouds at each normalized time interval following Batista-Tomás [56] to improve robustness. The evolution of fractal dimension of the shadow projection (Figure 3k) shows that clouds begin life as a rough patch of clouds, organize into a more circular mass as they mature, and then become more irregular as they decay. This evolution could have important implications for entrainment. A higher fractal dimension cloud has a larger perimeter for every unit of area that that perimeter encloses, so entrainment per unit area might also be higher. This would imply that the deep convective lateral bulk entrainment rate would evolve nonmonotonically over the lifetime of a cloud as the fractal properties of the cloud evolve. The fractal dimension of shallow convection (see next) decreases with time as the cloud system organizes but is very high throughout cloud lifetime. This might result in very high stochastic detrainment per unit area which would allow shallow clouds to efficiently moisten the atmosphere [57] .
Next, we use the RAMSTracks cloud type assessment to examine the prototype evolution of different "types" of clouds. Across Figure 3 , results that include all clouds are broadly similar to results for just deep convective objects. This seems to be both a consequence of statistics, as deep convection makes up 50% of all objects, and physics, as the combination of shallow and stratiform clouds often resembles the effect of deep clouds. Shallow and stratiform clouds, however, often behave very differently than deep convective clouds or than each other. Both P and <RH> evolve nearly monotonically in these two cloud types. Both increase with time in shallow clouds, and both primarily decrease in stratiform clouds. This broadly confirms the conceptual roles of these clouds discussed in Igel [27] and elsewhere. Over their prototype lifetime, shallow clouds increase both their <RH> l and <RH> u . While <RH> l is always above the lower-layer threshold value, <RH> u never nears its layer threshold value. This indicates that clouds that remain shallow throughout their lifetime fail to moisten the upper layer sufficiently to grow vertically. The stratiform prototype begins its life with <RH> u just above the layer threshold and ends life with <RH> u only marginally below it. The more significant change during the lifetime of stratiform clouds is in <RH> l which drops to well below the lower-layer threshold. This indicates that low-level drying from stratiform downdrafts is more significant than moistening from evaporation of raindrops. <RH> in stratiform clouds decreases as a result (Figure 3a) . Also noteworthy is that every cloud type always has (mean) positive moisture flux (Figure 3e ) and that stratiform clouds cease to exist when their moisture flux approaches zero. Stratiform clouds also exhibit systematically higher PE than any other cloud type and are capable of drying cloudy columns through precipitation alone.
For the mean of all clouds and for each cloud type separately, the lateral speed of motion (Figure 3i ) of the cloud centroid changes with lifecycle stage. Initially, speeds remain nearly constant or decrease slightly. Then, speeds increase toward the end of the prototype. The final centroid velocity is a convolution of two effects: actual motion of a storm and growth and decay of cloud mass at the cloud's edge. This dependence on lifetime of the speed of translation of clouds is the fundamental reason a Lagrangian tracking method is useful. In an Eulerian framework, relatively fast-moving clouds are sampled differently than slower ones, which violates the frozen turbulence hypothesis [58] -a necessary assumption in order to equate Eulerian and Lagrangian results.
Bulk vertical wind shear (Figure 3k ) is highest for stratiform clouds and lowest for shallow clouds. It tends to fall over the lifetime of the former and rise during that of the latter. One possible interpretation, among many, of these evolutions is that stratiform clouds decay as their supportive shear slackens and that shallow clouds that fail to grow vertically progressively lose local moisture due to its being advected away from the clouds by vertically sheared flows.
Pattern Fitting
In order to test whether the normalized cloud evolutions are actually reflective of patterns occurring in individual clouds, the permutation spectrum test of Kulp and Zunino [59] is modified and applied. The permutation spectrum test sorts time series data into patterns based on temporal evolution. The relative population of some evolutionary patterns to others is used to imply the level of physical (chaotic) determinism compared to the level of stochasticism. Here, it will be applied to understand the degree of determinism in the evolution of cloud properties and to check whether the normalized evolutions represent common patterns or whether they are an alias of two or more common patterns.
For the permutation spectrum test [59] , all possible sequential evolutions of an environmental variable, for example <RH>, are represented by a particular pattern number. Pattern 1 is a monotonic increase in <RH> over the normalized lifetime of the cloud (of 4 units length (while prototypes in Figure 3 have a length of 5, 4 nodes were used here to limit the number of ordinal patterns which goes as the factorial of the length in order to achieve some statistical power with 487 clouds)) (see Figure 4) . Pattern 24 is a monotonic decrease in <RH> with time. A pattern in between, pattern 7 for example, exhibits a decrease to a minimum, then a significant monotonic increase in <RH>. See Kulp and Zunino [59] for a schematic of all 24 patterns (their Figure 1) or Parlitz et al. [60] (their Figure 2b) . Broadly, low-numbered ordinal patterns exhibit increases and high-numbered patterns exhibit decreases with time.
The population densities of evolutionary pattern types for a variety of important cloud and environmental properties are shown in Figure 4 . For most cloud properties (e.g., <RH> l and <RH> u ), a large population of clouds behave similarly to the normalized time series (Figure 3) . However, some cloud properties do not often behave like the mean time series (e.g., <RH> and P). Figure 3 also includes (in green) normalized time series constructed from clouds that contribute to the leading-order ordinal pattern only. These "Most common" evolutions turn out always to be monotonic.
Among the notable results from Figure 4 are that: (1) patterns indicating a monotonic and general increase in PE make up a very large fraction of the total population; (2) evolutionary variability is significant and different among environmental variables; (3) P has nearly equal populations of monotonically increasing and decreasing prototypes; and (4) shear, flux, and PE can evolve following any ordinal pattern.
Pattern frequency is broken down by cloud type in Figure 4 . Cloud-type evolution differences do not seem to explain the myriad of different ordinal patterns followed by clouds. Stratiform clouds often follow the most consistent evolutions-they frequently exhibit decreasing ordinal patterns, but this is not universally true. Shallow and Deep clouds both follow many different patterns.
The other conclusion one might draw from Figure 4 is that while "mean" clouds often behave in an understandable and seemingly deterministic way, individual clouds might actually behave very differently than the normalized cloud. For many cloud and environmental variables, there can be no expectation that any particular cloud will behave in any predetermined way. Conclusion (4) calls into question the validity of using deep convective parameterizations on small spatial scales. Current-generation parameterizations are implicitly based on the idea that cloud systems effectively follow a normalized, predictable lifetime. Our results confirm that a population of deep convective elements is required within a model volume for their combined effect to be deterministic. There should be no expectation that the effects of a single deep convective plume can be accurately predicted. These results, therefore, would seem to argue in favor of stochastic parameterizations of individual clouds.
Splits and Mergers
Because RAMStracks is set up to focus on cloud cores, most tracked clouds grow and decay without directly interacting with another cloud object. However, many clouds are the result of a split from or a merger with another cloud. Splits and mergers have been shown to be important to the properties of convection; for example, Glenn and Kruger [61] show that convection can become stronger when cloud elements merge, and is also affected by environmental characteristics [62] . RAMStracks provides a new opportunity to examine the properties of splits and mergers, their frequency, and whether their occurrence might influence the P(<RH>) relationship. Figure 5 illustrates the various evolutionary links between clouds. Dots represent individual tracked clouds. Lines connecting dots are of arbitrary length and represent either a split or a merge between two clouds. For example, three dots connected by two lines might represent three objects linked by two mergers, two splits, or one split and one merger. The figure implies temporal connections between clouds but does nothing to imply any direction of those connections. The evolutionary complexity of objects progresses from broadly more complex on the left of Figure 5 to generally simpler toward the right. About half of all clouds do not split or merge (285 single dots). 21% of clouds result from splits from another cloud, 16% of clouds merge with another, and 2% of clouds see both a split and merger. Additionally, 6% of clouds split and then remerge at some later time. Similarly, Plant [28] and Lochbihler et al. [63] found that approximately half of all convective events are associated with a split or merger but Dawe and Austin [13] found far fewer shallow clouds are. Convection is clustered in the RCE simulation in which clouds are tracked so it is impossible to know whether this split/merger frequency represents a natural one. How much temporal connection between objects is the result of or results in "aggregation", we cannot infer. What is also striking is the large variability in possible evolutions (left side of Figure 5 ) that would seem to defy easy conceptual classification.
Cloud Evolution Types
Environmental Characteristics
A statistical analysis was conducted to determine what, if anything, is unique about the thermodynamic environment of storms at the time that they split into two separate clouds and at the time that two clouds merge into one. Tao and Simpson [62] found that clouds that merge produce heavier precipitation. Various environmental characteristics from clouds 0 to 5 min before a merger took place were recorded in a subset of the data called MERGER. Similarly, various environmental characteristics from clouds 0 to 5 min after a split took place were recorded in a subset of the data called SPLIT. The data in MERGER and SPLIT were compared to the clouds in the entire dataset with a two-sided student's t-test. The population characteristics of <RH>, <RH> l , <RH> u , P, moisture flux, and shear for both MERGER and SPLIT were statistically indistinguishable from the overall population of these quantities at the 95% confidence level. Neither splits nor mergers appear to occur at any preferential time until death or since genesis of objects (not shown). In many respects, this result is somewhat surprising, as it would suggest that both splits and mergers are, essentially, stochastic processes, rather than deterministic (thermodynamic) ones. The P(<RH>) of both SPLIT and MERGER is shown on Figure 1 . Both relationships are very similar to that exhibited by all clouds perhaps with the exception that MERGER exhibits slightly weaker P than the other groups around <RH> = 0.9. 
Causality
As we discussed in the introduction, whether precipitation responds to moisture or moisture responds to precipitation to create the relationship seen in Figure 1 is currently unknown. We will examine the causal relationship between cloud-scale moisture and precipitation. This is not the same as determining global causality in P(<RH>), but represents a logical first step in that direction.
Initial Moisture-Mean Precipitation
As a simple test of causality and predictability, we examine the relationship between moisture variables at the genesis time of a tracked cloud object and the mean P rate that occurs throughout that storm. Figure 6 shows scatter plots of moisture and mean P for each cloud object and the best fit line through the data. Initial <RH>u (Figure 6e ) does a poor job of meaningfully correlating with average precipitation. However, initial <RH> (Figure 6a ) and <RH>l (Figure 6c ) perform better both qualitatively and quantitatively (high R values). Initial <RH>l, especially, provides a meaningful prediction of mean P; the regression line reflects the overall trend in the data well and has an R value of 0.65. 
Causality
Initial Moisture-Mean Precipitation
As a simple test of causality and predictability, we examine the relationship between moisture variables at the genesis time of a tracked cloud object and the mean P rate that occurs throughout that storm. Figure 6 shows scatter plots of moisture and mean P for each cloud object and the best fit line through the data. Initial <RH> u (Figure 6e ) does a poor job of meaningfully correlating with average precipitation. However, initial <RH> (Figure 6a ) and <RH> l (Figure 6c ) perform better both qualitatively and quantitatively (high R values). Initial <RH> l , especially, provides a meaningful prediction of mean P; the regression line reflects the overall trend in the data well and has an R value of 0.65. The right column of Figure 6 inverts the logic of the prediction. Here, P is used as a predictor of moisture at the end of a cloud object's lifetime. P predicts <RH>u at cloud demise better than <RH>u at cloud birth predicts P. Final <RH> is at least as well correlated with P as is initial <RH>, and the regression line much better reflects the trend in the scatter of data. Interestingly, the maximum P that occurs during a cloud's lifetime is better correlated with <RH>u than the mean P (not shown).
Granger Causality
Next, we seek a more directly quantifiable way to assess the causality of P(<RH>), since the results in Section 3.4.1 only indicate a correlation. We will use Granger Causality, a concept introduced to economics in 1969 by Granger [64] to determine whether a certain economic indicator actually has the statistical ability to predict future behavior. It will be used here to determine whether implied causal relationships between moisture and P above are statistically robust.
Granger Causality analysis relies on time series of a potential cause, 'A', and a potential effect, 'B'. A is said to granger cause B if and only if the time series of A is better able to predict B at the current time than is the time series of B. That is, A granger predicts B if f(At0−N+1…At0−1) is a better predictor of Bt0 than g(Bt0−N+1…Bt0−1), where f and g are regression functions and subscripts indicate time, with t0 being the current time and N being the length of the time series. Showing Granger Causality is not the same as showing true causality. First, it is merely an inference based on time series. It is not a physical inference. As such, we will use the phrase 'granger causes' when appropriate to indicate the appropriate level of definitiveness. Second, the statistical test is a logical The right column of Figure 6 inverts the logic of the prediction. Here, P is used as a predictor of moisture at the end of a cloud object's lifetime. P predicts <RH> u at cloud demise better than <RH> u at cloud birth predicts P. Final <RH> is at least as well correlated with P as is initial <RH>, and the regression line much better reflects the trend in the scatter of data. Interestingly, the maximum P that occurs during a cloud's lifetime is better correlated with <RH> u than the mean P (not shown).
Granger Causality analysis relies on time series of a potential cause, 'A', and a potential effect, 'B'. A is said to granger cause B if and only if the time series of A is better able to predict B at the current time than is the time series of B. That is, A granger predicts B if f (A t0−N+1 . . . A t0−1 ) is a better predictor of B t0 than g(B t0−N+1 . . . B t0−1 ), where f and g are regression functions and subscripts indicate time, with t0 being the current time and N being the length of the time series. Showing Granger Causality is not the same as showing true causality. First, it is merely an inference based on time series. It is not a physical inference. As such, we will use the phrase 'granger causes' when appropriate to indicate the appropriate level of definitiveness. Second, the statistical test is a logical inversion test: practically, the best one can do is reject the null hypothesis that A does not granger cause B rather than prove the hypothesis that A granger causes B. We will use the phrase "A granger causes B" to mean "temporal changes in A cannot be ruled out as causing temporal changes in B." Table 2 displays the result of Granger Causality testing. It shows the fraction of clouds for which the null hypothesis, that the moisture variable listed does not granger cause P, can be rejected at the 95% confidence level. <RH> and <RH> l are the most granger causal of any of the moisture variables, and <RH> u is the least. When asking if P granger causes moisture, the relationships among variables remain the same with P most often granger causing <RH> and <RH> l . Table 2 also breaks down causality statistics by the first and second half of cloud objects. The idea here is that if P really does cause <RH>, then it will be more likely to do so during the second half of a storm's lifetime when precipitation is well established throughout the depth of the cloud. Interestingly, this does not appear to be the case. For both the first and second half of cloud lifetimes, <RH> Granger Causes P more often than vice versa and more frequently than when examined across the whole cloud lifetime.
From Table 2 , we draw two conclusions. The first is that the P(<RH>) relationship often does appear to be causal and not just a statistical coincidence. Precipitation rate is most often the result of total moisture. However, moisture also appears to be heavily influenced by P. There does not appear to be a single causal direction in the P(<RH>) relationship. We will interpret the results in one of potentially many logical ways. For a (Lagrangian) cloud, moisture causes P. As a storm horizontally converges and vertically convects moisture, well-understood microphysical and dynamical processes result in rain as a direct consequence of the moisture state.
Causality Discussion
Taken together, Figure 6 and the Granger Causality analysis seem to suggest that there are some causal links between moisture and P. This is wholly expected from both meteorological intuition and past work specifically focusing on P(<RH>) [26] . Overall, <RH> l appears to be the most predictive of various measures of P overall. This might be because low-level moisture can most easily be converted to surface rainfall at short timescales. <RH> u is universally the least causal moisture quantity. <RH> u and P exhibit high granger causality values but regress poorly (Figure 6c,f) onto one another. These quantities are likely linked through mutual history rather than through a direct and immediate causal sequence. This is not surprising given the results of Igel [27] , where we showed that in regions of high <RH> u and low <RH> l , the variance of precipitation at a particular <RH> is extremely high. As for <RH>, the results overall point toward a causal link to P, but that link is still somewhat elusive. <RH> granger causes P for more clouds than vice versa, but Figure 6 does not necessarily indicate one causal direction over the other. Our conclusion is in contrast to that of Kuo et al. [26] , who argue P does not cause <RH> because of the weak sensitivity of the precipitation statistics to evaporation of rainwater in a model.
Discussion and Conclusions
From the preceding, these conclusions are drawn:
• A Lagrangian, 3D cloud tracking code, RAMStracks, was developed for use with any appropriate set of RAMS output. RAMStracks was applied to a large-domain simulation of aggregated convection in RCE to follow the development and decay of oceanic, tropical deep convection.
•
The P(<RH>) relationship is potentially a superposition of the relationships generated by upper and lower layer moisture (as in Igel [27] ). Clouds tends to decrease <RH> l and increase <RH> u through convection over their lifetime, but not at the same rate, nor at a consistent one between clouds. This results in a non-monotonic evolution of <RH> and the slight deviation from 1-to-1 equation of P and <RH> over cloud lifetime seen in Masunaga [51] .
• Cloud PE increases with age. An object with increasing PE was offered as a working definition for the temporal evolution of a cloud. An increasing PE provides a definite termination to heavily precipitating clouds since it implies that eventually, precipitation will exhaust available moisture for its formation.
The surface shadow-projection fractal dimension is not constant throughout the lifetime of a cloud object. This could be important for entrainment, as it implies that the relationship between the horizontal cross-sectional area of an updraft and the updraft's lateral exposure to dry air is not constant. Figure 3 suggests that entrainment should be higher during the initial phase (which is disproportionately highly made up of shallow convection), and that the final decay phase (which is similarly highly made up of stratiform cloud) should have higher entrainment per unit of horizontal area of cloud. This would slow initial growth of convection and hasten final decay, while providing relative enhancement to convection during the deep convective stage.
• About half of the clouds identified result from a split or result in a merger at some point in their lifetime. Because many clouds that split or merge do so multiple times, clouds with complicated histories like these make up only a small fraction of the total population. 21% of clouds result from splits from another object. 16% of clouds merge with another. 2% of clouds see both a split and merger. 6% split and remerge. Splits and mergers do not seem to affect P(<RH>) significantly.
The speed at which a Lagrangian cloud object's centroid moves is not constant through its lifetime. Relatively fast movement late in an object's lifetime leads to ambiguity when comparing Eulerian or surface-based observations with Lagrangian ones that follow a cloud through 3D space.
Results suggest that the relationship between moisture and precipitation is a causal one. While it appears that moisture most often causes precipitation, the reverse relationship cannot be ruled out.
In addition to these conclusions, the results from this implementation of RAMStracks indicate that the actions and properties of convection are highly variable. Variability does not preclude drawing general conclusions and prototype evolutions (as above), but it does serve to emphasize that bulk measures of cloud environment (e.g., shear and <RH>) may be poor predictors of the behavior of individual clouds. 
